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Control Malfunctions and Reliability caused by
Parasitic Electrostatic Force in MEMS
The accumulation of charge in the
dielectric of a MEMS (Micro Electro
Mechanical

Systems)

device

results in a parasitic source of
electrostatic

force

which,

if

uncontrolled, can lead to device

MARKET

malfunction

Electrostatic actuation devices
such as RF switches

and

permanent

stiction that negatively impacts on
reliability.

Technology Description

STATUS
- PCT/EP2014/076052 in 2014

This dielectric charge accounts for a number of reliability issues in electrostatically actuated
MEMS and hence is a major barrier to the commercialisation of many such devices; as in the
case of RF switches. Researchers from UCD and UPC have developed this novel control method

OPPORTUNITY

that improves the accuracy and resolution of all devices that use electrostatic actuation.
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How It Works
This solution provides a feedback control method that periodically monitors the charge

CONTACT

accumulated in the dielectric material of a MEMS device and subsequently applies an actuation

Dr Karl Quinn

signal such that the amount of dielectric charge can be controlled.
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The design of a smart actuation/sensing is based on the ‘quasi-differential’ capacitance that is
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used as an indirect measurement of the charge. This actuation scheme allows for the
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implementation of the method on MEMS suffering from up and down variations on the C-V
curve, which is the majority of real devices.
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Avoids MEMS device malfunction
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Avoids reductions in MEMS reliability due to permanent stiction



Useful for all devices that use electrostatic actuation



Improves accuracy and resolution of these devices
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